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A b s t r a c t .  This paper describes a shape from shading technique for the 
reconstruction of t ransparent  moving specular surfaces such as the wind- 
driven wavy water surface. In contrast to classical shape from shading 
techniques that  are based on reflection, the new technique is based on 
refraction. Specular surfaces require area-extended light sources in order 
to apply the shape from shading principle. Wi th  three or more properly 
arranged light sources, the surface gradient can be coded almost linearly 
in image irradiance ratios in order to achieve a maximum accuracy for 
the surface normals. This retrieval technique is also in first-order inde- 
pendent of the t ransmit tance of the refracting surface. Two realizations 
of this system are discussed. The first system uses a color il lumination 
scheme where the red, green, and blue channels of the light source ra- 
diance are changing linearly in different directions and a 3-CCD color 
camera. The second system uses a monochromatic light source with more 
than 16 000 LEDs and a four-way control electronic that  generates four 
pulsed intensity wedges shortly after each other. Both systems have been 
used to retrieve the small-scale shape of wave-undulated water surfaces 
in wind/wave facilities and the ocean. This paper thus demonstrates a 
successful example how computer vision techniques have helped to solve 
a longstanding experimental problem in environmental sciences and now 
give an unprecedented insight into complex spat iotemporal  phenomena. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Shape  form shad ing  is one of the  bas ic  p a r a d i g m s  in c o m p u t e r  vis ion for 3-D 
recons t ruc t ion  [5]. This  t echn ique  is based  on the  e l e me n ta ry  in t e rac t ion  of sur- 
faces wi th  i l lumina t ion .  The  ob jec t  r ad iance  t h a t  is perce ived  from an  observer  
genera l ly  depends  on the  d i rec t ion  of the  surface no rma l  wi th  r e spec t  to  t he  
inc ident  rays  from i l lumina t ion  sources and  the  ray  ref lected in the  d i rec t ion  of 
the  camera .  

U n f o r t u n a t e l y  shape  from shading  techniques  wi th  a single i l l umina t ion  of 
the  scene are  nonl inear ,  ambiguous ,  and  r a the r  a qua l i t a t ive  t h a n  a q u a n t i t a t i v e  
t echn ique  for surface recons t ruc t ion .  Devia t ions  from the  assumed  b i -d i rec t iona l  
ref lec tance funct ion  cause signif icant  sy s t ema t i c  errors.  Fu r the rmore ,  s t a n d a r d  
shape  from shad ing  techniques  cannot  hand le  surfaces wi th  specu la r  ref lectance.  
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Fig. 1. a SAR image of the Dutch coast including the islands Fleeland and Terschelling 
taken with the SEASAT satellite. In the open ocean, ship tracks can be observed, while 
in the mud flats between the islands strong variations in the radar baekseatter can be 
observed caused by strong tidal currents that are modulated by the varying water 
depth. Image courtesy of Dr. E. van Halsema, TNO, The Netherlands. b A microscale 
wave breaking event at 5 m/s wind speed as observed with the instrument shown in 
Fig. 11. The image sector is about 15 x 20era 2 (from [12]). 

In environmental sciences, however, the surface of oceans, lakes, and rivers 
constitutes a surface with purely specular reflectance characteristics. Recently, 
the fine-scale structure of this surface in the millimeter to meter range undulated 
by wind- or flow-generated waves has received increasing interest for two reasons. 

First, modern active remote sensing techniques based on microwaves (radar 
scatterometry) "see" these small structures [1, 17]. By various interactions be- 
tween the small-scale features and larger-scale features the latter become visible 
in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images [13]. As an example, Fig. l a  shows a 
SAR image of the Dutch coast in which ship tracks and tidal currents are visible. 
These processes at scales of a few meters become visible by their interaction with 
short wind waves with centimeter scales. 

Second, short wind waves significantly influence the exchange processes be- 
tween the atmosphere and the oceans. The regular wave motion may become un- 
stable and break even on small scales without air entrainment and thus enhances 
the exchange, for instance, of climate relevant gases such as CO2 significantly 
[15, 8]. Such an event, known as microscale wave breaking, is shown in Fig. lb. 

Thus there is a considerable interest to measure the small-scale shape of water 
surfaces. For almost a century, oceanographers tried to use optical techniques 
- -  mostly stereo photography - -  but without much success [9]. Thus this paper 
focuses on novel multichannel shape from shading techniques that  is especially 
adapted to purely specular surfaces. Because of the dynamical nature of wind- 
driven, wavy water surfaces, techniques that  retrieve the shape from a series of 
consecutive images are not suitable. 

Multiple illuminations for surface reconstruction by shape from shading tech- 
niques (photometric stereo) were first considered by Woodham for industrial 
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applications [20, 21]. Kozera [14] gives a thorough theoretical t reatment  of two- 
illumination shape from shading techniques. The use of colored illumination 
sources to obtain three illuminations simultaneously is discussed by [3, 22]. The 
extension of photmetric stereo to non-static scences is analyzed by [18]. The in- 
fluence of specular reflections on photometric stereo was discussed among others 
by [16], but a discussion of photometric stereo techniques for purely specular 
surfaces is widely missing. 

This paper first briefly reviews the principles for classical shape from shad- 
ing technique based on reflectance for Lambertian surfaces in Sect. 2. Then it 
is discussed how multiple illuminations can be arranged to determine surface 
gradients in a simple way and independent of the surface refiectivity (Sect. 3). 
The principles worked out in these two sections are then applied to reflection- 
based and refraction-based techniques for purely specular surfaces in Sect. 4 and 
5, respectively. Sect. 6 introduces multi-illumination setups for refraction-based 
techniques. The reconstruction of the height is discussed in Sect. 7 and some 
results are finally shown in Sect. 8. 

2 S h a p e  f r o m  S h a d i n g  f o r  L a m b e r t i a n  S u r f a c e s  

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that  the surface is illuminated by parallel 
light. Then, the radiance of an Lambertian surface, L, is given by: 

L = P() ' )Ecos 'y,  (1) 
7r 

where E is the irradiance and ~/the angle between the surface normal and the 
light direction. The relation between the surface normal and the incident and 
exitant radiation can most easily be understood in the gradient space. This space 
is spanned by the gradient of the surface height a(X, Y), s: 

s=Va=[Oa Oa] T 
ax'b j = [sl,s2] T (2) 

which is related to the surface normal n by 

[ Oa Oa ] T 
n = cox ' a V '  1 = [ - S l , - 8 2 ,  1] T . (3) 

Without  loss of generality, we set the direction of the light source as the x 
direction. Then, the light direction is given by the vector l = (tan 0~, 0, 1) T, and 
the radiance L of the surface can be expressed as 

L = p(A)EnTl__ _ p(A)E -sltanO~ + 1 (4) 
7r Inlll] 7r v/l  + tan2 0~ x/l  + s2 + s~" 

The relation between the surface slope and measured radiance is nonlinear. 
This means that  even if we take two different illuminations of the same surface, 
the surface slope may not be determined in a unique way. 
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3 Multi-Illumination Shape from Shading 

As is was shown by several authors  [21, 6, 11], the  surface gradient  and the  surface 
reflect ivi ty can be retr ieved unambigious ly  when three  or more  images are t aken  
f rom a scene with  i l luminat ion from different directions. Here  we will discuss 
the  quest ion as how to ar range the  i l luminiat ion directions in order  to  ob ta in  an 
op t ima l  retr ieval  of  surface slope. 

The  three  measured  radiances  L~ compose  a vector  L = [L1, L2, L3] T. Using 
the  uni t  vectors  ~ = n/]n[ and l~ = l~/[l~], the  following linear equa t ion  sy s t em 
for the  uni t  surface normal  fi can be derived f rom (4): 

F Tl 

Generally,  the  solution of this equat ion can be given when the  three  i l luminat ion 
directions are not coplanar.  We now search for special condit ions to  derive a 
s impler  solution. We first observe t h a t  (4) gets a par t icular  s imple form for 

ll  = [0, O, 1IT: 

LI= Inl 

If we normalize the measured radiance for an arbitray illumination direction Iz 
by L1 we obtain a much simpler equation 

L~ nT l~ 
. . . .  nrC,. ( 7 )  

51 [l~1 

In this equat ion  the  reflectivity of the  surface is canceled out  and the  slope vector  
s is l inearly related with  the  measured  radiance.  Only  two equat ions  of the  t ype  
in (7) are required to de te rmine  the  surface slope. The  solut ion is par t i cu la r  
s imple if the  i l luminat ion directions 12 and 13 are or thogonal  to each other.  
T h e n  we can wri te  wi thout  loss of  generality: 

~1 = [0, 0, 1] T , 12 = [tan 02,0, 1] T , 13 = [0, t an  03, 1] T �9 (8) 

and derive f rom (7) 

L2,3/L1%/1 + t an  2 82,3 - 1 
81,2 = t an  02, 3 (9) 

Now the  equat ions  are linear in sl  and s2 and - -  even be t t e r  - -  t hey  are de- 
coupled: Sl and s2 depend only on L2/L1 and L3/LI, respectively. In  conclusion 
we can summar i ze  t h a t  an appropr ia t e  normal iza t ion  toge ther  wi th  o r thogona l  
angles of az imuth  for the  i l luminat ion sources provides par t icu lar  s imple  solu- 
t ions for pho tomet r i c  stereo. We will use these principles in Sect. 6 for pure ly  
specular  surfaces. 
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Fig. 2. Contour plots of the radiance maps for shape f rom. . ,  technique with specular 
surfaces in gradient space: a Shape from reflection: camera with an incidence angle of 
45 ~ observing a scene illuminated by an infinitely extended isotropic light source. The 
distance between the contour lines is 0.05. b Shape from refraction with a telecentric 
illumination source whose radiance varies linearly in the xl direction. (From [7]). 

4 S h a p e  f r o m  R e f l e c t i o n  f o r  S p e c u l a r  S u r f a c e s  

For specular reflecting surfaces, point light sources or parallel illumination are 
not adequate for shape from shading techniques, since we would receive only 
individual specular reflexes. A well-known example is the sun glitter observed 
on a water surface as the direct reflection of sun light. 

Thus, an area-extended diffuse light source is required. We discuss this ap- 
proach under some simplified assumptions. Let us assume tha t  we have an infinite 
light source with isotropic radiance. (A fully overcast sky is a good approxima- 
tion to this ideal condition.) Then, the irradiance received from a specular surface 
depends only on the reflection coefficient p. The camera is inclined in order to 
obtain an irradiance that  increases monotonically with one slope component.  
Then, the angle of incidence (~ is given as the angle between the direction of the 
reflected ray (towards the camera) r = [tan0c, 0, 1] T and  the surface normal n 
(3) as 

sl tan 0c + 1 / 
= arccos(r ,  n)  = arccos X/1 + sT + s~x/1 + tan 2 8c (10) D 

/ 

The equation expresses the angle of incidence in terms of the camera inclina- 
tion angle 0c and the surface slope s = [sl, s2] T. Since the radiance is assumed 
to be homogeneous and isotropic, the surface radiance is given by 
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L : p(~)Ls, (11) 

where Ls and p are the radiance of the isotropic and homogeneous light source 
and the reflection coefficient as given by Fresnel's equations. 

Results for unpolarized light with a camera inclination angle of 45 ~ are shown 
in Fig. 2a and reveal the strong nonlinear relation between the surface slope and 
surface radiance, directly reflecting the dependence of the reflection coefficient 
on the inclination angle. These strong nonlinearities render this technique al- 
most useless since only a narrow range of slopes can be measured with sufficient 
resolution. This technique, used for some time, is known as Stilwell photography 
in oceanography to measure the fine-scale shape of the ocean surface [19], but 
has had - -  not surprisingly - -  only limited success [9]. 

5 Shape from Refract ion for Specular Surfaces 

For transparent surfaces such as the water surface not only the reflection at the 
surface but also the refraction of light can be utilized for a shape from shading 
technique. Refraction has one significant advantage over reflection. While over 
a wide range of incidence angles only a small fraction of the incident light is 
reflected (at zero incidence only about 2 %), most light is transmitted through 
the water body. Thus much less intense light sources are required. 

The base of the shape from refraction technique is a telecentric illumination 
system which converts a spatial radiance distribution into an angular radiance 
distribution (Fig. 3a). Then, all we have to do is to compute the relation between 
the surface slope and the angle of the refracted beam and to use a light source 
with an appropriate spatial radiance distribution. 

Figure 3b illustrates the optical geometry for the simple case when the camera 
is placed far above and a light source below a transparent surface of a medium 
with a higher index of refraction. The relation between the surface slope s and 
the angle 0' is given by [9] as 

s = t a n c  n t a n y  [ 3 ]  = ~ 4tan3 '  l J- tan2 ~y (12) 
n - V/1 + tan 2 

with n = n2/nl. The inverse relation is 

tan  = s { n 2 + ( n 2 - 1 ) s 2 - 1  1( 1 +  ( la )  
v/n 2 + ( n 2 . 1 ) s 2 + s  2 3 ] '  

In principle, the shape from refraction technique works for slopes up to in- 
finity (vertical surfaces). In this limiting case, the ray to the camera grazes the 
surface (Fig. 3c) and 

t a n v  = I. (14) 
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Fig. 3. a Telecentric illumination system for shape from refraction: an extended light 
source is located in the tbcal plane of a fresnel lens. b Rays emitted by the light source 
at an angle 3' are refracted in the direction of the camera far above the water surface. 
c Even for a slope of infinity (vertical surface, a = 90~ rays from the light source 
meet the camera. 

The  refraction law thus causes light rays to be inclined in a certain direction 
relative to the slope of the water  surface. If  we make the radiance of  the light 
source dependent  on the direction of the light beams, the  water  surface slope 
becomes visible. The  details of the construct ion of such a sys tem is described by 
[9]. Here we just  assume tha t  the radiance of the  light rays is propor t ional  to  
the t an  ~, in x l  direction. Then  we obta in  the relation 

L c( sl x/n2 + (n2 - 1)s2 - 1 . (15) 
v /n  2 + (n 2 - 1)s 2 + s 2 

Of  course, we have again the problem tha t  from a scalar quant i ty  such as 
the  radiance no vector  component  such as the  slope can be inferred. The  shape 
from refraction technique, however, comes very close to  an ideal setup. If  the  
radiance varies only linearly in the Xl direction, as assumed, the radiance map  
in the  gradient  space is also almost  linear (Fig. 2b). A slight influence of the 
cross slope (resulting from the nonlinear terms in (15) in s 2) becomes apparen t  
only at quite high slopes. 

6 M u l t i - I l l u m i n a t i o n  S h a p e  f r o m  R e f r a c t i o n  

The  shape tbrm refraction technique described in the  previous section with a 
single i l lumination source has been used extensively to  compute  wave number  
spect ra  from wave slope images [10] and is described in detail by  [9]. New in 
this paper  is the  use of multiple i l luminations simultaneously. Zhang and Cox 
[23] (see also [2]) were the first to  describe a surface gradient  ins t rument  based 
on color imaging utilizing the HSI color space. Here we describe a simpler and 
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Fig. 4. Radiance of the extended light source for the shape from refraction instrument 
shown in Fig. 3: a green, b red, and c blue channel. 

Fig. 5. Extended light source with LEDs. The diffuser screens and a few modules have 
been removed. 

more accurate approach based on linear illumination gradients in the RGB color 
space based on the principles discussed in Sect. 3. 

For color imaging a natural normalization is given by dividing the individual 
RGB image by the sum of all channels R + G + B. Then we are left with the 
hue and saturation of the color. In order to obtain a linear relation between the 
surface slope and the normalized colors, the R G B  values must change linearly in 
different directions. Ideally, the luminance R + G + B should not vary spatially 
and two wedges should be orthogonal to each other. These two conditions are 
met for instance with the following three color wedges (Fig. 4): 

a = ( t / 2  + c x l ) E o ( s )  

R --- [1 /2  - c / 2 ( x  I -F x 2 ) ] E o ( s )  

S = [1 /2  - ~ / 2 ( x l  - x ~ ) ] E o ( 8 ) .  

(16) 
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Fig. 6. Timing diagram of the vertical synchronization signals (VD) and the strobe 
signal for pulsed LED illumination with four shuttered CCD cameras. 

The difference of the blue and red wedges yields a wedge orthogonal to the 
green wedge. 

R + G + B - 3 + c x l  and R + G + B = "~cx2" 

Then the position on the wedge from which the light originates is given as 

( 3 G and x2 = (18) 
x m = ~ c  G + R + B  2 c G + R + B "  

From these position values, the x and y components of the slope can be 
computed using tanv1,2 = x l , 2 / f  and (12). 

An alternative to color imaging is a setup with multiple light sources of the 
same color. Figure 5 shows an array of more than  16 000 LEDs tha t  can by set to 
four different states with different intensity pat terns each. Separation between 
the different illuminations is then achieved by pulsing the light sources shortly 
after each other (timing diagram in Fig. 6). Shuttered cameras are synchronized 
in ~uch a way tha t  one camera sees only one light pulse. In this way, a quasi- 
simultaneous measurement  with different illumination becomes possible. Such a 
system was used on a freely drifting buoy (Fig. 11) for ocean measurements to 
avoid errors caused by wavelength-dependent absorption and scattering in sea 
water. 

7 Height Reconstruction 

With the measured slope components Sx and Sy we have (at least a good approx- 
imation for) the surface gradient s = (sx ,  Sy) = Vh(x,  y). We can now compute 
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the original water height h(x, y) using a simple Fourier transform technique ex- 
cept for an arbitrary offset [11]. The relation between height and gradient in 
object space and the corresponding relation in Fourier space is give by the fol- 
lowing identities: 

~ ( ~ , y ) -  - -  

~ ( x , y )  - - -  

Oh(x, y) o-. gx(kx, ky) = ikxh(kx, ky) (19) 
Ox 

ikx~x(kx, G) = -k~i~(kx, G) (20) 
Oh(x, Y) o-. @(kz, ky) = ikyh(kx, ky) (21) 

Oy 
ik~,~,(k~, k~) = -k~(k~, k~) (22) 

The two equations 20 and 22 are added and except for kx = k y  = 0 divided 
b y - ( k ~ + k y  2 ) = - ( I k l  2 ) to get 

-i(kxSx + ky@) 
~(k~, k~) = I k 12 

~ h ( x , y ) = F T - I (  -i(k~=+ky@))lk'2 

Franklot [4] showed that  h(x, y) minimizes the error function 

(23) 

(24) 

~ \(~h(x,y)ex sx(x'Y)) 2+ (~h(x'y)\ @ sdx'Y)) 2 
y x 

(25) 

The algorithm is computed assuming a unique pixel distance in x and y 
direction. Therefore we first have to correct for the different spatial sampling of 
the image acquisition. The slope images are enlarged and mirrored in x and y 
direction to get periodic functions for s= and sY before computing the Fourier 
transform. 

8 R e s u l t s  

One of the calibration techniques uses a spherical lens. Since this object shows a 
constant curvature, the slope components in x and y directions vary linearly in 
the corresponding directions. The original green, red, and blue images show con- 
siderable intensity decreases towards the edge of the calibration object (Fig. 7a- 
c). In the slope images, normalized using (18), this intensity drop is compensated 
(Fig. 7d, e). 

The suppression of illumination inhomogeneities is nicely demonstrated in 
Fig. 8. This time, the color illumination source is directly observed through 
a flat water surface by removing the lens of the illumination system (Fig 3). 
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Fig.  7. Green (a), red b), and blue c) component of an RGB color image taken from a 
calibration target, a spherical lens. d , e Images showing the slope of a spherical lens 
in a x and b y direction retrieved from the images in Fig. 7a-c. 

Fig.  8. Demonstration of the suppression of inhomogeneities in the luminance by the 
color shape from refraction technique, a original green component of the intensity 
wedge, b luminance of a, c normalized green component 
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Fig. 9. a, c, and e, green, red, and blue component of the original color image, re- 
spectively, b Reconstructed height; d and f images of the slope in x and y direction, 
respectively. 

Bubbles and dirt on the glass window at the bo t tom of the water channel lead 
to considerable small-scale spatial intensity fluctuations in the green channel 
(Fig. 8a). Furthermore,  the intensity drop towards the edge of the illumination 
source makes the spatial intensity variation nonlinear and leads at the right 
edge even into an inversion of the direction of the spatial intensity gradient. The 
normalization technique according to (18) suppresses both  errors and results in 
a linear intensity variation (Fig. 8c). 

Figure 9 demonstrates  the technique with real wave images taken in the 
circular wind/wave facility of Heidelberg University. The three components of 
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Fig. 10. Shaded plot of reconstructed water surface. 

the original color image are shown in Fig. 9a, c, e. Figure 9b shows the height 
reconstruction using the images of the along-wind and cross-wind wave slope 
components (Fig. 9d, f). In Figure 10 a surface plot of the height function using 
a simple shading algorithm is shown. 

9 C o n c l u s i o n s  

The multiple-illumination shape from refraction techniques proved to be a useful 
technique to reconstruct the shape of dynamically changing, transparent and 
specular reflecting surfaces, such as water surfaces. Further work will concentrate 
on a careful error analysis, further improvement of the accuracy, measurements 
of very steep slopes, and field measurements with freely drifting buoys (Fig. 11). 
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Fig .  11. Buoy for imaging of short wind waves using the shape from refraction tech- 
nique. 
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